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About This Content

Sport Spinning Trout Pack is a true champion’s choice when it comes to any tournament or competition that involves catching
some mighty Trout! This energized selection of sportfishing tackle includes the super Aurora 8' 2" Sport (250 mm) spinning rod
and Prima 2500 Sport spinning reel that are twice as strong and durable as their predecessors! Not to mention that you also get

some of the sturdiest line, a set of hooks, baits and other goodies fit for a real sportfishing champion!
We put a lot of thought into assembling this Sport Spinning Trout Pack, so that you wouldn't have to! ;)

Sport Spinning Trout Pack is all about becoming a real Trout fishing champion!

Sport Spinning Trout Pack includes:
* 20 BAITCOINS use to purchase advanced fishing tackle, available only for BaitCoins. Spend your BaitCoins wisely!

* 20 Storage Slots
* 1 Tackle Setup Slot

SPORTY RODS ‘N REELS
Rod:

* Aurora 8' 2" (250) Sport - Length: 8' 2" (2.5 m); Lure Weight: 1/6–1/2 Oz. (5-15 g); Power: Light; Line Weight: 3–10 Lb.
(1.5-4.5 kg); Action: Fast; Pieces: 2; Guides: 10

Reel:
* Prima 2500 Sport - Ratio: 5.2:1; Recovery: 31.5" (80 cm); Capacity: mono 8/100 (0.25/100), braid 10/125 (0.2/125); Max

Drag: 8.8 Lb. (4.0 kg)

TERMINAL TACKLE - a selection of float tackle that you’ll need if you want to enjoy your trout fishing competition to the
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fullest!
* Line: Fluoro .011" (0.28 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 10 Lb. (4.5 kg)

* Spinners: Barbless Nano Spinner 1/5 Oz. (6 g), #1/0 (X3)
* Spoons: Barbless Narrow Spoon 1/4 Oz. (7 g), #1/0 (X2)

* Jig Heads: Barbless JigHead 1/6 Oz. (5 g), #1/0; Barbless JigHead 1/4 Oz. (7 g), #1; Barbless JigHead 1/3 Oz. (9 g), #2/0;
* Jig Baits: Grub 2" (5 cm) (X2), Shad 3" (7cm) (X2)

EQUIPMENT
* FishCabin M Keepnet - Max Single Fish Weight: 15 Lb. (7 kg); Total Fish Weight: 66 Lb. (30 kg); Fish-Friendly: yes
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Title: Sport Spinning Trout Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Fishing Planet LLC
Release Date: 27 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: OS Version - Windows 7, 8, 10 x64

Processor: Dual-Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card Intel HD4600 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Additional Notes: External mouse or compatible Xbox controller required

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,Dutch,Simplified Chinese
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I bought this on sale because I have liked other FIVE-BN GAMES products and I only have to say even on sale it's not worth it.
You have to play the same hidden object scenes with a subset of the same objects hundreds of times. If you like achievements,
before you buy look at the statistics - around half of the achievements on this game are under 3% and there is a reason for that.
Expect to do serious grinding on the same hidden object scenes to get the achievements.

If there is a storyline (which I doubt) it gets lost in the (a) timer-based and (b) ultra-repetive hidden object scenes. You pay in
gems to buy energy boosters to continue and get hints but earn coins which seem only useful to do ultra repetitive actions like
scaring off a werewolf. There appears to be no way to change coins to gems so when you're out of them - guess what - no more
hints and worse waiting as a timer clicks ever so slowly for you to be able to play the next hidden object scene. Scenes seem to
cost between 20 and 70 energy and you earn energy at about 1 per 2 minutes or so - do the math.

If there is a storyline it is totally and completely lost in the mechanics such as timers, gems, coins, and endless waiting of this
game.

I *hate* hidden object scenes that kick you out when the timer goes off - and this one does this with a vengence. Plus you have
lost points for doing it and have to earn enough to repeat.

Sooner or later you will find yourself just having to let the stupid thing idle to get enough points to do anything. So if having a
game idle for an hour or more to play the next timed HO scene (that you have already played over and over) with no plot
whatsoever is your idea of fun then buy this immediately.

The other reviewers who gave a thumbs down were right.. Cool locomotive btw where are the Direct Rail Services, Chiltern
Railways and TPE (Transpennine Express) Liveries? I want them liveries plz. MADE ME WANT TO KILL A HOMELESS
MAN AFTER I KILLED EVERYONE WITH A TACTICAL NUKE WHILE DOING A 420 DANK SCOPE. 8\/8 M8
WOULD ATE AGAIN.. This game has two storyline campaigns:
1. An improved version of Restaurant Empire 1 where you build French, Italian, and American restaurants
2. The actual sequel to the first game's storyline where you build desert and coffee houses as well such as French, American,
German restaurants

The scenarios were really easy to beat such as get X revenue\/profit and\/or Y customers in the allocated time. All you need to
do is align your tables to maximize your servers' mobility and put a bunch of decorations everywhere to boost your restaurant's
rating.

---

I've played a lot of tycoon games in my childhood and it's saddening to see this genre die. After playing this game, I can see
why. The concepts are great but the execution is terrible.

Gameplay in a nutshell:
1. Pause game
2. Place tables and decorations in your restaurant
3. Hire staff
4. Add recipes to the menu
5. Save game
6. Fast forward time
7. ???
8. Profit!

My biggest complaint with this game is that whenever you get access to a higher quality ingredient supplier, you need to go into
EACH recipe to change your supplier. Once you've done that, you have to adjust the price of that recipe in EACH restaurant. If
you don't do these steps, your food ratings and\/or your profit margins will drop. I guess the developers wanted to allow more
micromanagement but it's annoying when you just want to update all of your restaurants.
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Other things to consider:
- There's no 16:9 support
- The textures\/models are dated (this game was released in 2009)
- The auto save for the campaign doesn't work for me
- You have a finite number of chefs in the campaign so don't fire them

Overall, I still think it's a decent tycoon game. If you're bored with the other popular tycoon games (e.g. SimCity, Game Dev
Tycoon), give this game a shot if it's on sale.. I used to play this game all the time when I was young on the XBox 360.

Now I have it in my collection till the end of time. Or Steam. And I love it.. Snow White Solitaire - Legacy of Dwarves has
beautiful artwork similar to the first installment in the Snow White series. The music is the same. You play solitaire and solve a
jigsaw or hidden object puzzle now and then. The story is told through occasional dialogue between the characters. Sounds
mellow and relaxing, right?

Well, I find this game really frustrating for one simple reason. There is a mechanic that requires you to get at least one star on
each level to progress. This means you have to leave no more than 2 cards on every level. Some of the levels are really difficult
with small drawdecks. Replaying them over and over again disrupts the gameflow. When you do finally beat them, there is no
sense of accomplishment. Merely a sense that "I got lucky that time."

6 hours in, I haven't bought a single amulet to upgrade my power-ups, as I spend all my gold on Wild Cards to advance the story.

Emerland Solitaire had a similar mechanic, but they were really even-handed about it. You had to get half the layouts perfect in
each chapter to get perfect for that chapter. Instead of needing to one-star every level, maybe the devs could set it that we need
to get 6\/12 stars per area? Alternately, just remove this mechanic altogether or create a casual mode where it is not a factor.

If it wasn't for this one single thing (which completely undermines my enjoyment of this game), I would wholeheartedly
recommend Snow White - Legacy of Dwarves.. I think this could have been made much longer. I loved the atmosphere and
concept, but it was too short.
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This game is great!!! You learn the control quick and anyone can play (great game to throw friends on). I know it is still in early
access but the developers have a wonderful foundation, and lots of content already. This game is a mixture of syfy, aliens, and
FPS shooting. There are some things that could be improved but I highly recommend this to anyone. 9\/10

Pros:
- Fast paced movement speed reminds me of retro games like doom.....LOVE IT!!!!
- Plenty of weapons to pick from, and quickly in the heat of battle
- Good varitey of enemies
- Gore!!
- Graphics are pretty good.....easy on the eyes
- Multiple "Episodes" to play and each has multiple levels with a boss at the end

Cons:
- OMG the door closing in my face!!!!! Please make the doors stay open if I am standing near\/under them.
- During my play though it was a 10% chance if the health I picked up actually gave me any health. The other 90% of the time it
did nothing.
- Lack of "atmostphere" sounds. I mostly just heard enemy footsteps. Pros
Nice light hearted story revolving around food and friendship.
Gives you a warm fuzzy feeling.
Music & art were really well done.

Cons
Depending on choices, certain characters appear moody and lack emotional maturity.

A buy if you like ebi-hime's previous works.. A well written sci-fi adventure. It is by no means perfect, with occasional bugs and
awkward movement controls that will occasionally have you wanting to throw your mouse through a window, but worth
checking out. Through the game you get a rich sense of the world, told to you through hints and mentions in conversation rather
than the heavy-handed exposition we see in most similar games.. Just like all past Rail Slave Games, this is an experience more
than a game. Although this has far more game play than RSG's other entries, the true value of this one come after the credits
when you have to think about the meaning, and what you just witnessed. Not for everyone, but if your are curious about a "game
as art," just like RSG's other games, you cannot go wrong here.. How in the world did i get this game?. The Yawhg has excellent
writing, interesting mechanics, an incredibly low barrier to entry, and the art is gorgeous!

This title really shines with multiple players and despite technically only featuring local coop, it works nicely over live stream or
any video conference software with screen share. Each playthrough will be short but multiple playthroughs are rewarding
because there is actually a lot to see here. There are unexpected interactions and numerous choices to make that really do change
the outcome. The Yawhg very much encourages the players to see what happens instead of simply trying to win by making the
correct decisions. Playing the game is creating the story, which might not be for everyone, but there is a lot here to play with
here!

. fricc epicc. I didnt recrive atc info on the dangerous approch add on!. this is quite possibly the most underrated game on steam,
Extremley alot of fun and alot better than speedrunners
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